ERRATA

[To be inserted between pp. 158 and 159, Vol. xlvii.]

Page 159, line 15, for “0.0007?” read “.0018,”
Page 160, line 4, for the sentence beginning here read, “The heat produced was
.83 × .00156, or .0013 calorie per gram ventricle.”
Page 163, line 19, for “0.00048, 0.00052 and 0.00073”, read “.0011, .0013 and .0018.”
   line 21, for “0.00062” read “.00155”
   line 30, for “1.3” and “1.67” read “3.2” and “4.5.”
Page 164, last line, for “well within” read “nearer the greater of.”